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4 - New members and Kimu's cold past

=^-^=Before you start reading there are a few things to know.first off,this is a continuation from the 1st
story by Symphoniaprincess101...another thin is,i'm gonna have most of the chapter 4.......just removing
Serima,my OC. KK....thts it for now...enjoy=^-^=

Narrator: last time we left our heroes gaining 2 new members, hearing Kimu and Kouji’s past and the
sacred jewel is broken once more let’s see what they’re up to now.

Kouji: Kimu where did you see the shards fall?

Kimu: where do you think? All over Japan

Kouji: well if you guys thought before acting then maybe the jewel will still be in one piece!!!><

Kimu: well if you hadn’t tried to steal the jewel then maybe we wouldn’t be in this mess!!!!><

Kisochi: enough the both of you.

Both Kimu and Kouji: He/She started><

Dani: I don’t care who started it I’ll finish it.

Nina: ok guys break it up.

Yukiko: this will need some getting used to.

Yen: … huh?*hears something not far from here*

Narunai: What’s wrong Yen?

Yen: I hear something… but I have no clue what it is.

Holly: what do you think it is?

Yen: it sounds like people screaming and fighting.

Kimu: huh?*sniff, sniff, sniff*I know that scent^^

Kouji: is it her?

Kimu: yup she’s in the bushes^^*something lunges at her*Kisha!!!!^^

Everyone but Kouji: Who?_?



Kouji: Kisha. Kimu’s partner in battle

Kisha: mew^^

Kouji: it’s good to see ya again Kisha^^

Kisha: mew mew mew^^*same here Kouji^^*

Kimu: its ok Kisha you can talk^^

Kisha: Yay^^ any way I need you guys to come with me into town.

Siya: the thing talks O.O

Kimu: she isn’t a “thing” she’s a cat two tailed cat for the matter.

Araynia: still she talks

Kouji: it took Kimu 5-7 months but she managed to get Kisha to talk perfectly and how to sing to.

Everyone else: OMG O.O

Kimu: can we go plz?

Everyone: right!!!

Kisha: fallow me*heads toward town*

Jordian B: well we’ll find out what you heard Yen

Yen: yeah, yeah.

Narrator: once they got to the village another girls fighting a huge monster

Girl 1: WHITE TIGER SLASH!!!!!!!*it’s like iron revere soul stealer*

Jordian:HEY!!ITS ALLISON!

Monster: RAGHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Kimu: *gasps* It’s the spirit of the nightmares O_O

Yukiko: the what of what?

Yen: the sprit of the nightmares. Obviously Kimu had a bad experience with one



Kimu:*scared out of her mind*

Kouji: Kimu you ok?

Kimu:*passes out*

Kisha: *transforms and catches her* (her transformed )

Siya: take that as a “no”

Alice: WHITE TIGER SLASH!!!!!!(its preety much iron-reiver soul stealer)

Dani: *aims and shoots an arrow*

Yukiko: *takes out her sword and attacks the monster with the arrow*

Monster: *explodes and out comes a jewel shard*

Yukiko: *catches it* that’s one.

Dani: how’s Kimu?

Kimu: *out cold*

Yukiko: that bad.

Alice: sorry I couldn’t help over hear but is there any way I can help?

Kouji: she just needs to rest.

Siya: hey Alice

Alice: Hm?

Siya: would you like to join our team?

Alice: sure^^Um,is she okay?*points to Kimu*

Kouji:yeah,she'll be fine as soon as we dump her in the river

Kimu:WAT?!!I'M AWAKE!!

Kouji:*snickers*I knew tht would wake her up^-^
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